
Periodic Table

A story in itself



Original periodic table



Periodic table- The details

 Atomic Number

 Chemical Symbol

 Atomic Mass



The Periodic Details

 The Atomic Number

 Tells the position of the element on the 
periodic table

 Tells you the NUMBER of PROTONS in the 
atom



The Periodic Details

 Atomic Mass

 Shows the total average amount of 
protons and neutrons of the element

 This number will ALWAYS have decimals 

 Atomic NUMBER does NOT



Electrons in the orbit

 Electrons in the Rutherford Bohr are 
organized into ORBITS

 Only the electrons that are in the 
OUTER orbit are accessible for 
reactions with other elements



The VALENCE electron

 The electrons that are found in the 
outermost orbit are called VALENCE 
electrons



A periodic GROUP/ FAMILY

 The group corresponds to a column of 
the period table



A periodic GROUP

 The ROMAN numeral over the TOP of 
the column represents the GROUP 
number

 The GROUP NUMBER tells you the 
number of valence electrons for that 
atom



Examples

 Oxygen is in the column VIA. It will 
therefore have 6 valence electrons

 Chlorine is in the column VIIA. It will 
therefore have 7 valence electrons

 Lithium is in coumn IA. It will 
therefore have 1 valence electron



What about the rows of the 
periodic table?

ROWS



Rows are important too!

 Rows determine the number of 
electron shells that an atom contains

 The lower they are on the periodic 
table, the more shells they have



Examples

 Carbon will have 2 shells since it is in the 
second row

 Sulfur will have 3 shells since it is in the 
third row



Each orbit is like upgrading your 
household, from apartment to 
house

 Each orbit can fit only a certain 
number of electrons

 1st orbit: 2 electron

 2nd orbit: 8 electrons

 3rd orbit:8 electrons


